Aversion to the reinforcer differentially affects conditioned reinforcement and instrumental responding.
Rats were trained to press a bar for sucrose solution delivered by a dipper; they then received pairings of sucrose and lithium chloride (LiCl) in the home cage and were tested for bar pressing. In the first and second experiments, the conditioned aversion to sucrose had no effect on unreinforced bar pressing in the test, but the aversion reduced bar pressing reinforced either by sucrose or by the operation of the empty dipper. In the third and fourth experiments, presses during training were reinforced by sucrose only in the presence of an audiovisual discriminative stimulus; in the test, the aversion to sucrose reduced pressing reinforced by the discriminative stimulus, but the aversion had no effect on unreinforced pressing in either the presence or the absence of the discriminative stimulus. Thus, pairings of sucrose and LiCl reduced the reinforcing value of sucrose and also of a stimulus previously paired with sucrose, but they had no effect of an instrumental response previously reinforced by sucrose or on the discriminative properties of a stimulus paired with sucrose.